The restricted circular three-body problem is considered for the following parameter values C = 3.03, µ = 0.0009537 -the values for Oterma comet in the Sun-Jupiter system. We present a computer assisted proof of an existence of homo-and heteroclinic cycle between two Lyapunov orbits and an existence of symbolic dynamics on four symbols built on this cycle.
Introduction and statement of results
In paper [11] methods of dynamical system theory were used (see also [13] ) to explain rapid transitions from heliocentric orbits outside the orbit of Jupiter to heliocentric orbits inside the orbit of Jupiter and vice versa for Jupiter comets Oterma and Gehrels 3. To model this problem authors in [11] used planar circular restricted three-body problem and established that for a parameters corresponding to Sun-Jupiter-Oterma system rapid transitions of Oterma are explained by transversal intersections of stable and unstable manifolds of two periodic orbits around libration points L 1 and L 2 . In fact the existence of symbolic dynamics on three symbols was claimed.
The goal of this paper is develop and test tools which allow with computer assistance to prove the results claimed in [11] .
Before we state our main results we give a short description of the planar restricted circular three-body problem. We follow the paper [11] and use the notation introduced there. Let S and J be two bodies called Sun and Jupiter, of masses m s = 1 − µ and m j = µ, µ ∈ (0, 1), respectively. They rotate in the plane in circles counter clockwise about their common center and with angular velocity normalized as one. Choose a rotating coordinate system (synodical coordinates) so that origin is at the center of mass and the Sun and Jupiter are fixed on the x-axis at (−µ, 0) and (1 − µ, 0) respectively. In this coordinate frame the equations of motion of a massless particle called the comet or the spacecraft under the gravitational action of Sun and Jupiter are (see [11] and references given there)
x − 2ẏ = Ω x (x, y),ÿ + 2ẋ = Ω y (x, y), (1.1) where Ω(x, y) = x 2 + y 2 2 + 1 − µ r 1 + µ r 2 + µ(1 − µ) 2 r 1 = (x + µ) 2 + y 2 , r 2 = (x − 1 + µ) 2 + y 2
Equations (1.1) are called the equations of the planar circular restricted threebody problem (PCR3BP). They have a first integral called the Jacobi integral, which is given by C(x, y,ẋ,ẏ) = −(ẋ 2 +ẏ 2 ) + 2Ω(x, y).
We consider PCR3BP on the hypersurface M(µ, C) = {(x, y,ẋ,ẏ) | C(x, y,ẋ,ẏ) = C}, (
and we restrict our attention to the following parameter values C = 3.03, µ = 0.0009537 -the parameter values for Oterma comet in the Sun-Jupiter system (see [11] ). The projection of M(µ, C) onto position space is called a Hill's region and gives the region in the (x, y)-plane, where the comet is free to move. The Hill's region for the parameter considered in this paper is shown on Figure 1 in white, the forbidden region is shaded. The Hill's region consists of three regions: an interior (Sun) region, an exterior region and Jupiter region.
In [11] a very good numerical evidence was given for the following facts for the Sun-Jupiter-Oterma system: 0. an existence of Lyapunov orbits L * 1 and L * 2 around libration points L 1 and L 2 , respectively. Both orbits are hyperbolic and are located in the Jupiter region.
1. There exists a transversal heteroclinic orbit connecting L * 1 and L * 2 . There exists a transversal heteroclinic orbit connecting L * 2 and L * 1 . Both orbits are in the Jupiter region. These orbits were discovered for the first time in [11] . Hills region for PCR3BP with C = 3.03, µ = 0.0009537 from [11] .
By transversal hetero-and homoclinic orbit, we mean that appropriate unstable and stable manifolds intersect transversally. For example in assertion 1: the stable manifold of L * 1 intersect transversally the unstable manifold of L * 2 . It is now standard in dynamical system theory (see [11] and references given there) to derive from assertions [0] [1] [2] [3] an existence of symbolic dynamics on four symbols S, L 1 and L * 2 one symbol J for Jupiter region was used.
From the point of view of rapid transition of Oterma from interior region to an exterior region and vice versa, an existence of heteroclinic orbits between L * 1 and L * 2 claimed in assertion 1 was of a special importance, as they are an indication of an existence of a dynamical channel joining an interior with an exterior region.
The following two theorems summarize main results of our paper Theorem 1.1 For PCR3BP with C = 3.03, µ = 0.0009537 there exist two periodic solutions in the Jupiter region, L A precise statement of this theorem with all necessary details about the symbolic dynamics is given as Theorem 7.1 in Section 7.
Hence we have proved assertion 0, but we did'nt proved assertions 1-3, as we did'nt checked that stable and stable manifolds of Lyapunov orbits intersect transversally. Instead we had proved that there is enough topological transversality present to build a symbolic dynamics on it. The use of topological tools was essential for the success of this work, as the rigorous computation of stable and unstable manifolds appears to be much more difficult than the computations reported in this paper.
Contents of our paper may be described as follows. In Section 2 we continue our brief description of PCR3BP, we define suitable Poincaré maps and state their symmetry properties. In Section 3 we present the main topological tool used in this paper -the notion of covering relation. In Section 4 we describe how to link a local hyperbolic behavior with covering relations to obtain homoand heteroclinic orbits. In Sections 5 and 6 we report the results of our rigorous computations for PCR3BP and we prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 7 we show how to use symmetries of PCR3BP together with covering relations to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Section 8 contains the details of the numerical part of proof, we mainly discuss the question of an efficient approach to a verification of covering relations. We also include all initial data, so that a willing reader with his own code can verify our claims. In Section 9 we provide a brief description of basic classes used in our programm and we give the names of functions, which perform proofs of numerical lemmas, in order to facilitate an understanding of the source code, which we had made available on-line (see [18] ). In Section 10 we discuss some natural extensions of our results.
What is new in this paper besides giving a proof for some results from [11] ? First of all it shows how to successfully link numerically cheap C 0 -methods (the covering relations) with much more numerically expensive C 1 -methods (a local hyperbolicity). This was previously done for maps (see [6] ), only. The main obstacle in applications to ODEs was the lack of an efficient C 1 ODE solver. Such a solver -called a C 1 -Lohner algorithm -was recently proposed by the second author in [23] .
Other novelties in this paper are some theoretical improvements in the theory of covering relations. We use an abstract definition of covering relation from [7] and we show how to use a symmetry which involves a time reflection (for Poincaré map this correspond to taking an inverse map) together with covering relations. Both these improvements (in numerical algorithms and in theory of covering relations) allow to reduce the computation time considerably (probably by two orders of magnitude). The total computation time on a PC using a 1.1Ghz Celeron processor is less than 40 minutes.
Properties of PCR3BP: Poincaré maps and symmetries
In this section we continue our brief description of PCR3BP we started in the Introduction and we introduce various notations which will be used throughout the paper. The PCR3BP has three unstable collinear equilibrium points on the SunJupiter line, called L 1 , L 2 and L 3 (see Fig. 1 .4 in [11] ), whose eigenvalues include one real and one imaginary pair. The value of C (Jacobi constant) at the point L i will be denoted by C i . An linearization at L i for i = 1, 2 for the parameter range considered here, shows that these points are of centersaddle type (see [11] ). By theorem of Moser [16] it follows that for C < C i and |C − C i | small enough, there exist hyperbolic periodic orbits, L * i , around L i , called Lyapunov orbits. Observe that for a fixed value of C < C i an existence of Lyapunov orbit L * i is not settled by the Moser theorem and has to be proved. As was mentioned in the Introduction we restrict our attention to the following parameter values C = 3.03, µ = 0.0009537 -the parameter values for Oterma comet in the Sun-Jupiter system (see [11] ). Since we work with fixed parameter values we usually drop the dependence of various objects defined throughout the paper on µ and C, so for example M = M(µ, C). For our parameter values we have C 2 > C > C 3 ( this means that we are considering Case 3 from section 3.1 in [11] ).
We consider Poincaré sections: Θ = {(x, y,ẋ,ẏ) ∈ M|y = 0}, Θ + = Θ∩{ẏ > 0}, Θ − = Θ ∩ {ẏ < 0}.
On Θ ± we can expressẏ in terms of x andẋ as followṡ
Hence the sections Θ ± can be parameterized by two coordinates (x,ẋ) and we will use this identification throughout the paper. More formally, we have the transformation T ± : R 2 → Θ ± given by the following formula
The domain of T ± is given by an inequality 2Ω(x, 0) −ẋ 2 − C ≥ 0. Let πẋ : Θ ± −→ R and π x : Θ ± −→ R denote the projection ontoẋ and x coordinate, respectively. We have πẋ(x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) =ẋ 0 and π x (x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) = x 0 .
We will say that (x,ẋ) ∈ Θ ± meaning that (x,ẋ) represents two-dimensional coordinates of a point on Θ ± . Analogously we give a meaning to the statement M ⊂ Θ ± for a set M ⊂ R 2 . We define the following Poincaré maps between sections
As a rule the sign + or − tells that the domain of the maps P ± or P 1 2 ,± is contained in Θ ± (the same sign). Observe that
,− (x) whenever P + (x) and P − (x) are defined. These identities express the following simple fact: to return to Θ + we need to cross Θ with negativeẏ (this is P 1 2 ,+ first and then we return to Θ withẏ > 0 (this is P 1 2 ,− ). Sometimes we will drop signs in P ± and P 1 2 ,± , hence P (z) = P + (z) if z ∈ Θ + and P (z) = P − (z) if z ∈ Θ − , a similar convention will be applied to P 1 2 .
Symmetry properties of PCR3BP
Notice that PCR3BP has the following symmetry R(x, y,ẋ,ẏ, t) = (x, −y, −ẋ,ẏ, −t), (2.6) which expresses the following fact, if (x(t), y(t)) is a trajectory for PCR3BP, then (x(−t), −y(−t)) is also a trajectory for PCR3BP. From this it follows immediately that
Topological tools
In this section we present main topological tools used in this paper. The crucial notion is that of a covering relation. This notion in various forms was introduced in papers [20, 21, 22, 24] . Here we follow the most recent and most general version introduced in [7] and the reader is referred there for proofs.
h-sets
Notation: For a given norm in R n by B n (c, r) we will denote an open ball of radius r centered at c ∈ R n . When the dimension n is obvious from the context we will drop the subscript n. Let S n (c, r) = ∂B n+1 (c, r), by the symbol S n we will denote S n (0, 1). We set R 0 = {0}, B 0 (0, r) = {0}, ∂B 0 (0, r) = ∅. For a given set Z, by int Z, Z, ∂Z we denote the interior, the closure and the boundary of Z, respectively. For the map h : [0, 1] × Z → R n we set h t = h(t, ·). By Id we denote an identity map. For a map f , by dom(f ) we will denote the domain of f . Let f : Ω ⊂ R n → R n a continuous map we will say that X ⊂ dom (f −1 ) if the map f −1 : X → R n is well defined and continuous.
Definition 3.1 A h-set, N , is the object consisting of the following data
We set
) Hence a h-set, N , is a product of two closed balls in some coordinate system. The numbers, u(N ) and s(N ), stand for the dimensions of nominally unstable and stable directions, respectively. The subscript c refers to the new coordinates given by homeomorphism c N . We will call N − (N Definition 3.2 Let N be a h-set. We define a h-set N T as follows
where j :
Observe that N T,+ = N − and N T,− = N + . This operation is useful in the context of inverse maps, as it was first pointed out in [1] .
Covering relations
For n > 0 and a continuous map f : S n → S n by d(f ) we denote the degree of f [4] . For n = 0 we define the degree, d(f ), as follows. Observe first that
We define a map s f : S n−1 → S n−1 by 
Moreover, we require that
Intuitively, N f =⇒ M if f stretches N in the 'nominally unstable' direction, so that its projection onto 'unstable' direction in M covers in topologically nontrivial manner projection of M . In the 'nominally stable' direction N is contracted by f . As a result N is mapped across M in the unstable direction, without touching M
+ . An example of covering relation on the plane with one unstable direction is shown on Figure 3 . 
The following theorem proved in [7] is one of main tools used in this paper. Various versions of this theorem (without backcovering) using slightly weaker notions of covering relations or even without an explicitly defined notion of covering relation were given in [20, 21, 22, 24] . In the planar case this theorem with backcovering was stated also in [1] . 
) and
Then there exists a point x ∈ int |N 0 |, such that
Obviously we cannot make any claim about the uniqueness of x in Theorem 3.6.
3.3 Covering relation on the plane with one nominally expanding direction (u = 1)
In this section we discuss the case, when u = s = 1, hence we have only one nominally expanding and one nominally contracting direction. The basic idea here is: the set N − consists from two disjoint components and all possible values of the degree w in covering relation are ±1. This allows to give sufficient conditions for an existence of covering relations, which are relatively easy to verify. 
We define
We will call N le , N re , S(N ) l and S(N ) r the left edge, the right edge, the left side and right side of N , respectively.
It is easy to see that
is a t-set from [2] . As in [2] we will use the following notation for S(N ) r,l . Figure 2 . A typical picture illustrating covering relation on the plane with one 'unstable' direction is given on Figure 3 .
Remark 3.8 For all h-sets used in this paper the support is a parallelogram. A usual picture of a h-set is given in
The following theorem was proved in [7] for any n > 1 and u(N ) = 1. Here we rewrite it for the planar case in a slightly different notation (we use N l and N r for S(N ) l and S(M ) r , respectively). 
Then there exists w = ±1, such that
Representation of the h-sets
In this paper we use very simple h-sets, namely the support is a parallelogram. A h-set is defined by specifying the triple N = t(c, u, s), where c, u, s ∈ R 2 , such that u, s are linearly independent. We set
In this representation c is a center point of the parallelogram N , u represents an oriented half-length in the 'unstable' direction and s is an oriented half-length in the 'stable' direction. See Fig. 2 for an example of h-set in this representation.
We have We introduce notions of top and bottom edges of N , N te and N be by
Let us recall that the symmetry R : R 2 → R 2 introduced in section 2.1 was given by
Definition 3.10 A h-set, N , will be called an R-symmetric h-set if N = t(c, u, s) for some c, u, s ∈ R 2 , such that Figure 4 shows an example of a R-symmetric h-set. Symmetry properties of such h-set are apparent.
Action of R on h-sets
The symmetry of P 1/2,± and P ± expressed in (2.7) relates the maps and theirs inverse, hence beside mapping the support of N by R it will switch also the nominally stable and unstable directions. This motivates the following definition of the action of the symmetry R on h-sets Definition 3.11 Let N be a h-set. We define a h-set R(N ) as follows
Observe that according to above definition we have
As an immediate consequence of equation (3.27) we obtain
We have the following easy lemma
, 2 continuous and invertible on some open sets. Assume that
Proof: From Def. 3.11 and the assumed symmetry it follows immediately that
From above Lemma and (2.8) we obtain
C 1 tools
The goal of this section is to describe the tools which allow in the presence of hyperbolic fixed points for a map to prove an existence of homo-and heteroclinic trajectories.
In this section we recall the results from [6] with some additions (see also [19] where the method was outlined for the first time). In the symbol of covering relation we will drop the degree part, hence we will use N f =⇒ M instead of N f,w =⇒ M for some nonzero w.
General theorems
Let P : R n → R n be a C 1 -map. For any set X we define an interval matrix [DP (X)] ⊂ R n×n to be an interval enclosure of DP (X) given by
Moreover, there exists a matrix M ∈ [DP (N )] such that
Proof:
To finish the proof observe that
Let Id : R n → R n denote the identity map.
then N contains at most one fixed point of P .
Proof: Assume that x 0 , x 1 ∈ N are fixed points for P . Then from lemma 4.1 it follows that
T . We assume that f (0) = 0, i.e. 0 is a fixed point of f . For a convex set U , such that 0 ∈ U we define intervals λ 1 (U ), ε 1 (U ), ε 2 (U ) and λ 2 (U ) by
Since f (0) = 0 then from Lemma 4.1 it follows that 
where α 1 > 0, α 2 > 0 are such that the following conditions are satisfied
It is easy to see that that for the map f to be hyperbolic on N it is necessary that λ 
The next theorem shows how we can combine C 0 -and C 1 -tools to prove the existence of asymptotic orbits with prescribed itinerary.
Theorem 4.5 [6, Thm. 4] Assume that g is hyperbolic on N m and f hyperbolic on N 0 . Let x g ∈ N m be a fixed point for g and x f ∈ N 0 be a fixed point for f .
If
then there exists x 0 ∈ N 0 such that
The above theorem can be used without any modifications for proving the existence of trajectories converging to periodic orbits. In this case we consider higher iterates of maps f and g in (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40).
How to prove an existence of an heteroclinic orbit, fuzzy sets.
To prove an existence of an heteroclinic orbit we want to use the third assertion in Theorem 4.5 for g = f , but in order to make the exposition easier to follow we use two different maps f and g. Observe that to apply this theorem directly one needs to know an exact location of two fixed points x f ∈ N 0 and x g ∈ N m , because the sets N 0 and N m are centered on x f and x g respectively. But exact coordinates of x f and x g are usually unknown. We overcome this obstacle in three steps as follows 1. Finding very good estimates for x f and x g . In this paper we use an argument based on symmetry to obtain tight bounds for x f and x g . In [6] a rigorous interval Newton algorithm was used. Let us denote by M f and M g obtained estimates for x f and x g , respectively.
We choose one fixed point x f ∈ M f and x g ∈ M g for further considerations. 2. C 1 -computations, hyperbolicity We choose a set U f , M f ⊂ U f , on which we compute rigorously [Df (U f )]. Then we have to choose a coordinate system, in which the matrix [Df (U f )] will be as close as possible to the diagonal one. In this paper we have chosen numerically obtained stable and unstable eigenvectors. Let us denote these eigenvectors by u and s, where u corresponds to unstable direction and s is pointing in the stable direction. Assume that this process gives us a coordinate frame in which
From (4.41) it follows easily that there exists
, .
(4.42)
Observe that above inequality specifies only the ratio α 1 /α 2 , hence we can find a pair (α 1 , α 2 ) such that condition (4.42) and the following condition holds
We now define a h-set N 0 by
Obviously f is hyperbolic on N 0 . Observe that the hyperbolicity implies uniqueness of x f in N 0 . We do similar construction for g to obtain N m = t(x g , β 1ū , β 2s ). 3. Covering relations for fuzzy h-sets. We have to verify the following covering relations
As was mentioned above we don't know the h-sets N 0 , N m explicitly, but we know that
Above equations define a fuzzy h-set, as a collection of h-sets. We can now extend the definition of covering relations to fuzzy h-sets as follows. • we say that N 1
• we say that
With the above definition is obvious that to prove the covering relations in equations (4.45) and (4.46) it is enough to show that
In practice (in rigorous numerical computations) it is convenient to think about a fuzzy h-set N as an parallelogram with thickened edges, hence all tools developed to verify covering relations for h-sets can be easily extended to fuzzy h-sets.
The Lyapunov orbits.
In this section we present a computer assisted proof of an existence and hyperbolicity of the Lyapunov orbits around libration points. Hence we realize here step 1 and 2 from section 4.2 on our way to the proof of an existence of heteroclinic connection.
As in previous section in the symbol of covering relation we will drop the degree part, hence we will use N f =⇒ M instead of N f,w =⇒ M for some nonzero w.
Existence of Lyapunov orbits.
Theorem 5.1 Let x 1 = 0.9208034913207400196, x 2 = 1.081929486841799903.
• There exists a fixed point L *
Proof: We consider two intervals
The location of x i is schematically shown on Figure 5 .
Let us recall, that by πẋ : Θ −→ R we denote the projection ontoẋ coordinate. With a computer assistance we proved the following Figures 6 and 7 display rigorous enclosures for P 1 2 ,+ (x 1 ±η 1 , 0) and
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 5.1. From Lemma 5.2 and the Darboux property it follows that there exist points x * 1 ∈ int(I 1 ) and x * 2 ∈ int(I 2 ), such that
An application of symmetry properties of P 1/2,± (see eq. (2.7)) gives
(5.56)
Hyperbolicity in the neighborhood of Lyapunov orbits.
The goal of this section is to prove that P is hyperbolic in the sense of Definition 4.3 in some neighborhood of points L * 1 and L * 2 . Let us define
These vectors appear to be a good approximation for unstable (u i ) and stable eigenvectors (s i ) at L * i on the (x,ẋ)-plane. Observe that R(u i ) = −s i , this is in agreement with symmetry of P ± stated in equation (2.7). We will also use 
i ) for i = 1, 2 denote h-sets on the (x,ẋ) plane, where
, where sets I i were defined in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let
where η i where defined in Theorem 5.1. Let U i , for i = 1, 2 be given by
The choices made in (5.57) are motivated by the following considerations: since we want exploit hyperbolicity of P around L * i it is desirable to choose stable and unstable directions as s i and u i . Sets H 1 i (in fact U i ) will be used to establish hyperbolicity around L * i , hence it desirable to choose them very small, as we need to perform a costly rigorous computation of DP on U i (a C 1 -computation). Sets H The following lemma was proved with a computer assistance Lemma 5.3 The maps P + :
Moreover we have
where intervals A i , B i , C i , D i are given below Proof: We will proceed as it was outlined in step 2 in section 4.2. First we need to find a coordinate frame (via an affine transformation) in which the inequality (4.41) is satisfied for (f = P + , U f = U 1 ) and (f = P − , U f = U 2 ). Form Lemma 5.3 it follows that P + is defined on U 1 and P − is defined on U 2 .
Observe that the transformation of [DP A short computation shows that in new coordinates we obtain It is clear that λ i,2 < 1 < λ i,1 and ε i,1 ε i,2 < (1 − λ i,2 )(λ i,1 − 1). Moreover
We define H i for i = 1, 2 as follows
where α i were given in (5.57). Observe that by construction
This shows that P + is hyperbolic on |H 1 | and P − is hyperbolic on |H 2 |.
With a computer assistance we proved the following lemma 
Proof: Consider the following fuzzy h-sets The following covering relations were established with a computer assistance (see Fig. 8 )
(5.68)
The assertion of the lemma follows now immediately from Def. 4.6.
6 An existence of homo-and heteroclinic connections for Lyapunov orbits.
In this section we prove with a computer assistance Theorem 1.1. During the proof we define h-sets which will be used later in the construction of symbolic dynamics in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 6.1 An existence of heteroclinic connection between Lyapunov orbits.
In order to prove an existence of heteroclinic connection between L * 1 and L * 2 we need to find a chain of covering relations which starts close to L * 1 (begins with H 
Vectors s i were chosen to be a good approximation of the stable direction at X i . Vectors u i were chosen as symmetric image of s i , but usually with different length. Figure 10 illustrates the chain of covering relations from Lemma 6.2 obtained by a nonrigorous procedure. Now we are ready to prove the part of Theorem 1.1 concerning an existence of heteroclinic connections. From Lemmas 5.6 and 6.2 it follows that there exists the following chain of covering relations
well defined and continuous. Moreover, we have the following chain of covering relations
The assertion follows now from Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 4.5. 
=⇒ N 7 . These pictures are'nt produced by a rigorous procedure, as we checked the covering relations by less direct approach to reduce the computation time -see section 8 for details
Homoclinic connection in an exterior region.
In this section we establish an existence of an orbit homoclinic to L * 2 (see Figure 11 ). For this end we find a chain of covering relations, which starts close to L * 2 passes through the sets located in the exterior region and then ends close to L * 2 . For this sake we choose the sets E i along a numerically constructed, (nonrigorous), homoclinic orbit in the vicinity of the intersection of such orbit with the section Θ (see Fig. 11 ). 
We assume, that E 0 , E 2 , E 4 ⊂ Θ + and E 1 , E 3 , E 5 ⊂ Θ − . With a computer assistance we proved the following Lemma 6.4 The maps
are well defined and continuous. Moreover, we have the following chain of covering relations
We are now ready to state the basic theorem in this section. 
Observe that from the definition of E 0 it follows that E 0 is R-symmetric. From Corollary 3.14, Lemma 5.6 and equation (6.69) we obtain
From (6.69), (6.70), Lemmas 5.6 and Theorem 4.5 we obtain an orbit homoclinic to L * 2 .
Homoclinic connection in interior region.
In this section we establish an existence of an orbit homoclinic to L * 1 (see Figure 11 ). For this sake we find a chain of covering relations, which starts close to L * 1 passes through the sets located in the interior region and then ends close to L * 1 . For this sake we choose the sets F i along a numerically constructed, (nonrigorous), homoclinic orbit in the vicinity of the intersection of such orbit with the section Θ (see Fig. 11 ).
We define the following h-sets F i = t(Z i , u i , s i ) where 
We assume, that
With a computer assistance we proved the following Lemma 6.6 The maps
well defined and continuous. Moreover, we have the following covering relations
We are now ready to state the basic theorem in this section. Proof: From Lemmas 6.6 and 5.6 it follows that
Observe that from the definition of F 0 it follows that F 0 is R-symmetric. From Corollary 3.14, Lemma 5.6 and equation (6.71) we obtain
From (6.71), (6.72), Lemmas 5.6 and Theorem 4.5 we obtain an orbit homoclinic to L
Symbolic dynamics on four symbols
The goal of this section is to give a precise meaning and a proof to Theorem 1.2 As in previous sections in the symbol of covering relation we will drop the degree part, hence we will use N f =⇒ M instead of N f,w =⇒ M for some nonzero w.
From Lemmas 5.6 and 6.2 we know that there exists the following chain of covering relations
From Lemmas 5.5 and 3.12 we have R(H i ) = H i for i = 1, 2. From Lemmas 5.6, 6.2 and Corollary 3.14 it follows that
(7.74)
From Lemma 6.4 and the proof of Theorem 6.5 it follows that
and
From Lemma 6.6 and the proof of Theorem 6.7 it follows that
We will construct now the symbolic dynamics on four symbols. The construction is a little bit involved, because we have four different maps in all covering relations listed above.
We assign symbols as follows: 1 -the set H 1 , 2 -H 2 , 3 -E 0 and 4 -F 0 . The covering relations allow for transitions 1 → 1, 1 → 2, 1 → 4, 2 → 1, 2 → 2, 2 → 3, 3 → 2 and 4 → 1. For each such transition i → j we associate a pair (j, i). This defines a set of admissible pairs Γ.
For any (α, β) ∈ Γ we define a map f (α,β) as follows
,
Z be defined as follows c ∈ Σ Γ iff for every i ∈ Z (c i , c i+1 ) ∈ Γ. We set S 1 = H 1 , S 2 = H 2 , S 3 = E 0 and S 4 = F 0 .
We can now formulate the theorem about an existence of symbolic dynamics on four symbols symbols Theorem 7.1 For any sequence α = {α i } ∈ Σ Γ there exists a point x 0 ∈ S α0 , such that
• its trajectory exists for t ∈ (−∞, ∞)
(α0,α−1) (x 0 ) ∈ S αn for n < 0.
Moreover, we have
periodic orbits: If α is periodic with the principal period equal to k , then x 0 can be chosen so that x k = x 0 , hence its trajectory is periodic.
homo-and heteroclinic orbits: If α is such that
Proof: From chains of covering relations (7.73),(7.74), (7.75), (7.76), (7.77), (7.78) and Theorem 3.6 we obtain the statement on periodic points for periodic α. To treat a nonperiodic α we approximate it with periodic sequences β n with increasing periods to obtain sequence of points x n and after eventually passing to a subsequence we obtain x 0 with desired properties.
The statement on homo-and heteroclinic orbits is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.5 and the hyperbolicity of P ± on H i established in Lemma 5.5
Our methods do not allow to make any claims about the uniqueness of x 0 for a given α. The only claims of this type we can make is if α n = i for all n ∈ Z then x 0 = L * i .
Numerical aspects of the proof
In this section we give details of the computer assisted proofs of Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, 5.6 and 6.2. As in previous section in the symbol of covering relation we will drop the degree part, hence we will use N f =⇒ M instead of N f,w =⇒ M for some nonzero w.
8.1
The existence and continuity of Poincaré maps. Hyperbolicity on U i .
All proofs required to check first that suitable Poincaré maps (P ± , P 1 2 ,± ) are defined on some parallelograms (supports of our h-sets) on Θ ± . For this end the parallelogram, Z, was represented as a finite union of small parallelograms, Z i , and each of Z i 's was used as an initial condition for our routine computing the necessary Poincaré map, P 1/2,± or P ±. We divided horizontal edges on n equal parts (a horizontal grid) and vertical edges on m equal parts (a vertical grid) and hence we covered Z by n × m parallelograms. Our routine was constructed so that, if completed successfully, then we can claim that Z i is contained in the domain of P and the computed image contains P (Z i ). Our routine is based on the C 0 and C 1 -Lohner algorithms [14, 23] . We had to prove the following assertions 1. (in Lemma 5.2) P 1 2 ,+ is well defined and continuous on I 1 and P 1 2 ,− is well defined and continuous on I 2 .
2. (in Lemma 5.3) P + is well defined and smooth on U 1 , P − is well defined and smooth on U 2 .
3. (in Lemma 5.6 -equations (5.67) and (5.68)). P − is well defined and continuous on H 2 2 . Observe that since H 1 ⊂ U 1 , H 2 ⊂ U 2 , then the previous assertion guarantees an existence and continuity of P + on H 1 and P − on H 2 .
4. (in Lemmas 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6) P 1 2 ,+ is well defined and continuous on H
The first assertion follows easily from the second one. We reason as follows: since I i ⊂ U i , then an existence of P − (P + ) on I 1 (I 2 ) implies that also P 1
To prove the second assertion we cover U i by finite number (13 × 13) of parallelograms. Then we compute an image of each part and an enclosure of the derivative of the Poincaré map using a routine based on C 1 -Lohner algorithm recently proposed in [23] . As a consequence we obtain an estimation of DP ± (see Lemma 5.3) . Parameter settings used in these computations are listed in Table 1 . Let us stress also, that a successful termination of our routine proves set order step horizontal grid vertical grid U 1 5 0.007 13 13 U 2 5 0.007 13 13 Table 1 : Parameter settings of the Taylor method used in C 1 -computations -in the proof of Lemma 5.3 also that P + and P − are defined on U 1 and U 2 , respectively. From the standard theory it follows that P ± are smooth on their domain.
To prove the third and fourth assertion we proceed in the similar way. We cover each set by finite number of parallelograms and compute an image of each parallelogram. Since an estimation of the derivative of the Poincaré map is not necessary we have used a C 0 -Lohner algorithm [14, 23] . Parameter settings for these computations are listed in Table 2 .
covering relations order step h. grid v. grid 
Details of the proof of Lemma 5.2
To prove inequalities (5.51),(5.52) we had to compute rigorous enclosures for P 1 2 ,+ (x 1 ± η 1 , 0) and P 1 2 ,− (x 2 ± η 2 , 0), respectively. The values of the time step and the order of the Taylor method used in our routine are listed in Table 3 . Figures 6 and 7 This is the most computationally demanding part of our programm. In principle the same rigorous computations can be used to obtain both an existence of Poincaré maps and covering relations, but in practice this does'nt work, i.e. it will result in an enormous computation time (see the discussion in Sec. 6 of [5] ).
It turns out that once an existence of Poincaré map is established, we can reduce the computations to the boundary of our h-sets and one interval inside, only (see Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4) . Now, when we compute an image of an edge I, we still have to divide it into subintervals, but the number of subintervals of the order of square root of the number parallelograms need to achieve the same accuracy on the parallelogram build on two intervals of the linear size similar to that of I.
In order to establish an existence of covering relations we need to verify the assumptions of Theorem 3.9.
To facilitate a discussion about various conditions implying Theorem 3.9 we introduce the following Definition 8.1 Let f : R 2 → R 2 be a continuous map and let N 1 = t(c 1 , u 1 , s 1 ) and N 2 = t(c 2 , u 2 , s 2 ) be two h-sets.
We say that f satisfies condition ah, a0, a, b+, b-on N 1 and N 2 if
We say that f satisfies condition b on N 1 and N 2 if either b+ or b-is satisfied. (3.23) , (3.24) , (3.25) and (3.26) from Theorem 3.9 coincide with conditions ah, a0, b+ and b-, respectively.
Remark 8.2 Observe that conditions
Observe that condition a implies conditions ah and a0.
The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for an existence of covering relations for injective maps. 
Proof: From Remark 8.2 and Theorem 3.9 it follows that it is enough to verify condition a. This follows easily from a' and the Jordan theorem (see [5] , page 180).
Figures illustrating covering relations obtained in Lemmas 6.2 and 5.6 suggest that condition a is satisfied in all relations. Unfortunately the verification of condition a ( or a') pose the following difficulty: In the relation N 1 f =⇒ N 2 the set |N 1 | is mapped across of N 2 , without touching its horizontal edges, but if |N 2 | is small then we need a very good estimation of image of horizontal edges of N 1 . This forces us to make a very fine partition of the boundary of N 1 , take small time steps and a high order in the numerical method resulting in very long computation times.
Above phenomenon is illustrated on Fig. 12 , which shows enclosures obtained from our rigorous routines. On this picture we can see rigorous enclosure for an image of P 1/2,− (∂N 6 ). This image was obtained as follows: we divided the boundary of the set N 6 into some number of subintervals (see Table 4 ) and computed an image of each part via P 1/2,− . This picture shows, that much tighter enclosure of an image of horizontal edge was required compared to an enclosure for an image of vertical edges (for example edge (N 6 ) le was divided into 8 equal parts, but (N 6 ) be into 5 equal parts). In other covering relations this disproportion was often much bigger.
To deal with this problem we use the following lemma, in which we indirectly verify conditions a0 and ah instead of a' . This approach allowed us to reduce the computation time by a factor of 5.
2 an injection of class C 1 . Let γ be a horizontal line in |N 1 | connecting vertical edges given by
Assume f satisfies condition b on N 1 and N 2 and the following conditions hold:
Proof: We need to show that conditions ah and a0 are satisfied.
Observe that condition a0 follows immediately from condition a3 and injectivity of the map f . Namely, by applying f to both sides of a3 we obtain N
We now show that condition ah is true. For this end we consider f • γ in the coordinates induced by the map c N2 .
In these coordinates
Without any loss of generality we can assume that
Hence g 1 is a strictly increasing function and from condition b it follows that b+ is satisfied. We define two numbers
From conditions a2, a3 and b it follows that these numbers are well defined t * < t * and
To finish the proof observe that from condition b it follows that
Remark 8.5 Observe that c −1 
Hence it is enough to look at the (1, 1) entry of df expressed in the coordinates of the h-set N 2 . In Table 4 we present settings used in the proof of Lemma 6.2. In particular the parameter grid gives the number of equal intervals into which we divide an edge. A positive time step means that Lemma 8.3 is used to verify a covering relation. A negative time step means that we use Lemma 8.4 and symbolizes the fact that we compute an inverse of the Poincaré map to verify condition a3. Parameter settings for the verification of a1 and a2 are given in Table 5 . In this table order(m) and step(m) denote an order and a time step of Taylor method which we use to prove a1 and order(c), step(c) denote an order and a time step of Taylor method which we use to prove a2. Parameter grid(m) denotes a number of equal intervals used to cover the curve γ in condition a1.
To verify condition a2 we usually compute image of the center of the set Parameters settings used in the proof of Lemma 6.6 are listed in Tables 8  and 7. covering relation edges grid order step 8.4 Verification of covering relations for fuzzy set -details of the proof of Lemma 5.6
In this subsection we discuss how we verify covering relations for fuzzy h-sets. It is convenient to think about a fuzzy h-set N as an parallelogram with thickened edges. We define the support, left and right edges and left and right sides of a fuzzy set N as follows
where by Z we denoted a convex hull of the set Z. We introduce one more notation for allowed image of the h-set covering N 
For w 2 ∈ W 2 let N 2,w2 = t(w 2 , u 2 , s 2 ) and
Assume that W 1 is connected, f satisfies condition bf on N 1 and N 2 and the following conditions hold:
af2 there exists t 0 ∈ (−1, 1) and Let us describe how above conditions af1, af2, af3 were verified for relations (5.67) and (5.68), which we rewrite below for the convenience of the reader
Let us recall (see Section 5.2) that the h-sets entering above covering relations are given by Table 5 .
Condition af2 is clearly satisfied with w 2 = L * 1 for relations (5.67) and w 2 = L * 2 for relations (5.68). Conditions af3 and bf must be verified in direct computations. Parameter settings for these computations are given in Table 9 .
It turns out that some inclusions involved in condition b can be verified at the same time. For example, to prove that H 1
we need to verify condition b+ for both relations.
It is sufficient to show that
=⇒ H 2 we must verify condition af3 for both relations. Namely, we have to check that 9 The pcr3bp program.
The program pcr3bp is based on CAPD C++ package [3] Table 9 : Parameters of the Taylor method used in the proof of the covering relations for fuzzy sets.
on Celeron 1.1Ghz processor (compiler Borland C++ 5.02 was used in these computations). The source of our program can be found at [18] . Below we briefly describe basic data structures used by our program. We used the following basic classes:
class interval -realizes an interval arithmetic (see [17] and references given there). An interval is a a pair of real numbers, each of the double real type (64 bits).
class intervalVector -realizes interval arithmetic on vectors class intervalMatrix -realizes interval arithmetic on matrices class set -an abstract class to handle various representations of subsets of R n used in C 0 -Lohner algorithm [14, 17, 23] .
class rec2set -a class derived from the class set. This is a class of subsets in R n of form x = x 0 + Br + Cr 0 (doubletons in the terminology introduced in [17] ).
class c1set -an abstract class used in C 1 -computations via C 1 -Lohner algorithm [23] . class hSet -an abstract class representing h-set in R n .
class TripleSet -a class derived from the class hSet. This class implements a special case of the hset, an h-set on the plane with one stable and unstable directions. This class is used to automatize a verification of covering relations.
class Taylor -a class implementing one step of a both C 0 -and C 1 -Lohner algorithms for ODEs [14, 23] . It provides the tools which allow to compute rigorously the evolution of sets described by the classes given above along the trajectory of an ODE. The Taylor coefficients of the solutions of an ODE are generated using an automatic differentiation (see [14] and references given there).
class PoincareMap -based on the class Taylor provides the tools to compute the Poincaré map and its Jacobian matrix for an ODE for set classes described above.
The basic methods and operators of the class PoincareMap are:
set order(int) -sets an order of the Taylor method in the Lohner algorithm.
set step(interval) -sets a time step of the Taylor method in the Lohner algorithm.
intervalVector operator()(set *) computes an image of an abstract set via Poincaré map.
intervalVector operator()(c1set *, intervalMatrix &der) -computes an image of an abstract c1set. On output in der parameter contains a matrix of partial derivatives with respect to initial conditions of the flow, ∂ϕ ∂x (t, x) for all x defined by parameter c1set and for t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ], where [t 1 , t 2 ] contains Poincaré return times for all initial conditions defined by c1set. From this matrix we can later extract easily ∂P ∂x (see [23] details). Below we provide a guide to the main functions in our programm. The main function is located in the file pcr3bp.cpp. Other important functions are: L1 periodic orbit() and L2 periodic orbit() located in the file lyapunov.cpp.
These functions prove the inequalities in the Lemma 5.2, from which an existence of the Lyapunov orbits follows. 
Concluding remarks, future work
There are several directions in which this research can be extended. First, all the methods presented in this paper are not restricted to the particular parameters of the Oterma comet, other parameters may require slight changes in the definition of the sets on which covering relations are build, but the method itself will be the same. Basically this method can be applied to prove a symbolic dynamics in any system for which numerical simulations indicate an existence of some kind of hyperbolic behavior, for example here we have homo-and heteroclinic chains.
Another interesting problem is the question of an existence of a hyperbolic invariant set claimed in [11] , where the authors assumed an existence of transversal homo-and heteroclinic connections between Lyapunov orbits and then followed the standard dynamical system theory argument from the Birkhoff-Smale homoclinic theorem. Since we did'nt computed here unstable and stable manifolds, we cannot use these arguments. Observe also that an rigorous computation of stable and unstable manifolds for our problem appears to be very difficult (requires very extensive C 1 -computations). Hence developing tools which avoid a direct computation of invariant manifolds is of interest. In this context we formulate the following conjecture. • S is hyperbolic (in the standard sense -see for example [9] )
• the map π : S → Σ 2 = {0, 1} given by π(x) i = j iff f ki (x) ∈ |N j | is one-to-one.
Another interesting problem is a question of stability of obtained results with respect to various extension of PCR3BP. By this we mean the following:
• Does the symbolic dynamics persists if the Jupiter orbit become an ellipse with a small eccentricity (which is the case in nature)? This can be seen as a small periodic perturbation to the ODE describing PCR3BP. We believe that an answer is positive. Obviously in this context one can consider a more general question:
Assume that we obtained a symbolic dynamics for an ODE x ′ = f (x) using covering relations. Does this symbolic dynamics persists for an nonautonomous ODE x ′ = f (x) + ǫ(t, x) if ǫ(t, x) is small ?
• What about an restricted three body problem in three dimensions? One obvious observation is that plane (x, y) is invariant for full 3D problem, hence we have symbolic dynamics also in a spatial problem. We would like to pose a more general question: Does there exists a symbolic dynamics for 3D problem such the corresponding orbits are not all contained in the SunJupiter plane? Some preliminary numerical explorations in this direction can be found in paper [8] ,
• What about full 3-body problem? Will the symbolic dynamics established here continue to very small but nonzero mass of a comet? Some results in this direction for non-degenerate periodic orbits and generic bifurcations can be found in [15] . 
